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Glossary Priority ratings have been assigned to issues raised in this report as follows:
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Rating scale for individual findings
Critical

Active management attention required as an extreme priority. Controls are
not adequate to address the associated risk.

High

Active management attention required as a high priority. Controls are not
adequate to address the associated risk.

Medium Active management attention required as a moderate priority. Controls are
not adequate to address the associated risk.
Low

Active management attention not required on priority. Controls are more or
less adequate to address the associated risk.

Rating scale for overall report
Control is inadequate
E

H

Control is adequate
M

L

CC

Extreme

High

Moderate

Low

Control Critical

Priority

Priority

Priority

Priority

Test controls
Regularly
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Executive Summary
Under the directives of the management, The IAU was reviewing the past RAA audit issue
AIN12608 non-collection of land tax thereof Nu. 11,994,623.58.. During the data validation
of each taxpayer against the last tax paid a year in ARMS, IAU strongly felt the need for
Internal Audit intervention in reviewing ARMS due to the high risk associated and its
implication. Therefore, IAU conducted an audit on ARMS. The main objective of the review is
to ascertain the effectiveness of ARMS so that continual improvement is initiated timely to
strengthen the internal control system. The Audit period covered the report on tax defaulters
as of 06.06.2022
During the audit period, the Internal Auditor had neither yielded to pressure nor dispensed
any favours or resorted to any unethical means that would be considered a violation of the
Internal Auditors Code of Ethics.
The study reviewed the effectiveness of the ARMS, and checked if the result meets the agency
and users’ requirements. Secondly, also review whether it satisfies the Agency Requirement
Specification and System requirement specification. Some of the momentous and
consequential observations that need immediate management intervention are reflected in
this report. The recommendations provided in the report are expected to add value to the
agency’s administration and operations.
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Back ground
Since the institution of the Thimphu Thromde, the collection and monitoring of both tax
and non-tax revenue are levied with the agency. The agency's first tax collection began in
2011 after the land of present Thromde was classified as urban land. Initially, a tax was
collected manually with the issuing of Revenue money receipts, and taxpayers had to
produce original lagtharm in the counter to pay their tax, while the revenue section kept
the books of accounts. Such a technique had numerous limitations, therefore Thromde
under the Municipal Finance and Management component of Second Bhutan Urban
Development Project (BUDP II) the Revenue Management System (RMS) & Digitized Asset
Register (DAR) was developed and implemented in Thimphu. The RMS provides a single
system for the management of all revenue- related information. The system comprises
digitized taxpayer information, digitized property information, revenue processes, revenue
assessment, and collection. RMS includes taxes, fees and charges. It has the ability to carry
out an automatic assessment of taxes, and charges which can be integrated with other
systems and channels for effective communication with taxpayers. The DAR comprise
information on all assets owned and maintained by the Thromde. RMS and DAR from the
backend database of Thromde revenue and asset which can be accessed using channels like
email, SMS, mobile apps, etc. however, the system had limitations, so the advanced version
of RMS, known as ARMS which integrate both RMS and DAR in one system was introduced
between the period of 2020-2021.
Over time, the income collecting and management procedure have been streamlined to the
best of the involved authorities' abilities as a result of their positive initiatives.

Objectives
The broad objectives of the audit are to ascertain effectiveness of ARMS so that continual
improvement is initiated timely. In order to assess the broad objectives, following subobjectives were drawn;
1. To test check the data accuracy
2. To test check whether the end result meets the agency and users requirement
3. To test check whether it satisfies the Agency’s Requirement Specification and System
requirement specification
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Scope
The audit review periods covers the records as of 06/06/ 2022

Limitation
1. System generated tax defaulter report is used as sample to review ARMS’s
effectiveness
2. Auditor opinion is limited to my level of knowledge on the system
3. IAU didn’t refer RMS

Methodology
✔ The audit unit proceeded with a thorough examination and review of the ARMS using
the system generated tax defaulter list to gain information and understand the ARMS
as an internal control system in place in the agency. IAU tested if the total list
generated from the system as defaulter is actually a defaulter or not with data
validation from eSakor and ARMS.
✔ Consultation with key stakeholders through interview, and discussion were carried
out.

Observations
Short comings and deficiencies
Issues in system
1. System showing data duplication particularly with regard to the plot Id of the
individual owner type.
2. System reflecting the owner whose tax is up to date as tax defaulter
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The table below illustrates a sample of the data duplication and record of tax paid till date
reflected in the system as tax defaulter encountered during the review. The orange one
shows the duplication of the same plot id on individual ownership which IAU feels should be
accepted in the system. Moreover, multiple transactions on the same plot and owner are
being reflected in the tax defaulter list. And the green one are the examples of taxpayers
whose tax is up to date in ARMS but still its reflected as defaulter in system generated
reports.
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3. Plot record still reflected in previous owner name
IAU encountered cases where plot record still reflects the previous owner, though the
ownership status is reflected zero in the system, it creates a complication where the previous
owner is later generated in tax defaulter report which indeed is an incorrect data of tax
defaulter (Refer table 2). IAU is of view of following;
1. Once the property is transferred to the transferee, our system should only capture
the current owner for the purpose of tax collection. If the intention of reflecting the
previous owner is for record purposes then eSakor suffice the mandates because all
the transaction history is detailed and captured.
2. If management feel such characteristic is needed in the system, then management
should advise to have a feature where system should only reflect the previous owner
in the year of transaction and concurrently in that particular year report only, after
that in the current year, only the record of current owner should be reflected
however, currently it’s a limitation of system. With this the issues of having the
previous owner in the default list will be resolved.
(System demo: Sl.no 46, TTIN-000353, Tax payer name- Tashi Penjor, Plot No- ZL1-114,
Last tax paid year- 2016, NCRP name- Tshering Choden, Tax status- Paid till 2021)

Table 2: Information retrieved from tax defaulter list
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4. No records of current owner in the system
During the data validation of data with eSakor, IAU observed cases where in NCRP, land is
already transferred to new owner, however, record against such plot no. does not reflect
the current owner’s record in ARMS. Instead record is still in the name of previous owner.
Thus, they are reflected as tax defaulter in the report. Moreover, such incidence reflects
system not capturing all taxpayer which have repercussion in revenue collection. This is
best demonstrated in following illustration: Sl.no 150 from annexure; Pema Namgyel
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5. Mismatch of records in ARMS- generate tax payment and tax
defaulter report
IAU, observed that there is mismatch in data generated in ARMS. For example a case with
Sl.no 1790 from annexure, tax payer Sangay Karpo, last tax paid year is shown as 2020
whereas when data cross checked in generate tax payment, it’s not shown.
Its best illustrated in the following Picture;
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6. System generated Tax defaulter report does not reflect actual
defaulter
During the review, IAU observed that the tax defaulter report generated from ARMS is not
100% tax defaulters because of the following major reasons (refer Annexure 1);
a) As of 07.06.2022, system generated total tax defaulter is 1972, however, during data
validation it was found that around 284 the data are duplications,
b) Previous owners still shown in system as defaulter,
c) There are around 27 cases where there is no plot id, and it was reflected in defaulter
list however, during data validation it was found that there is no records against it.
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d) Even though owner had the taxes up to date but system showing them as defaulter,
and
e) There are some cases where last tax paid year is reflected as zero, which gives the
notion that they have not paid the tax till date but, during the review it was found that
many cases are with regard to transferor and transferee where transferor had paid
the tax till the transaction initiated however in the record of transferee its shows last
tax paid year as zero which is false reporting to assessors.
Example: Sl. No 8, tax payer kinzang selden is new owner, acquired the land in the year
2021 whose record in last tax paid year is showing zero and reflected as defaulter, giving
notion to the assessor tax not paid from 2011, moreover, current system is not showing
last tax paid by previous owner. But in eSakor, details of previous owner last tax paid is
captured so those information reflected in annexure as zero is last tax paid year doesn’t
necessary mean the tax payer have not paid tax since 2011.
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7. Issues of PLR of Joint Owners in system
IAU encountered a case in a joint owner type transaction where PLR on land details is done
in Net areas but when particular PLR is checked with building details it shows as percent
ownership type, IAU noticed issues in interpreting PLR or allocation of percent of ownership
in land and buildings details on same plot no. for example; Sl.no.1786 to 1791, Plot no-TA1700, joint owner type transaction where PLR on land details is done in Net areas but when
particular PLR is checked with building details it shows as 100 percent ownership type.
Second, it is not consistent in report generation; in certain transactions, both PLR and
ownership are shown, whereas in others, just percent ownership is reflected. Such concerns
may complicate the tax collector's calculation of tax liabilities, as well as be inconvenient for
the taxpayer, as incorrect data will be generated as tax liabilities. Accordingly, IAU believes
that data on PLR or percent of ownership recorded in the system is not 100 percent accurate.
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8. Tax Payers Information not updated in the System
The property tax is one of the agency's key sources of revenue, so the information on the
taxpayer must be accurate and up to date at all times. Taxpayers are now using TTPay to pay
their taxes, and CID is required in the search button to generate tax details in TTPay. During
the review, however, IAU discovered that numerous dummy CID numbers were issued to
taxpayers, and that some taxpayer information was incomplete. Those taxpayers whose CID
is dummy against plot no. must physically come to the property tax collection counter to pay
tax, undermining the purpose of TTPay. Furthermore, if taxpayer information is missing in
the system, the introduction of a necessity for such input in the system does not suffice.
Moreover, those taxpayers with a dummy CID are reflected as tax defaulters.

9. No SOP or strategy to follow up with tax defaulter in the agency
The audit report on “revenue collection and management” reference no; TT/IAU-4/20192020/1379 of internal audit unit, appreciated follow up on tax defaulter as one of the
initiative and positive development by the revenue section and advised to continue the same
but during the review, IAU learnt that it was discontinued, and reasons intimated to IAU
through Consultation was time limitation of the revenue official, and system migration. IAU
is of the opinion that such important tasks should not be relied on as a voluntary effort of the
tax collector officials; instead it should be one of the main components in their IWP. Another
reason is the mindset, all feels that it is the responsibilities of taxpayer to come forward to
pay their tax and efforts too were made from management whereby tax payments period
were opened from January to December, Mobile app was introduced however, our agency
lacks plan on what should management do if taxpayer do not turn up to pay tax, thus, lack of
SOP or strategy to tackle tax defaulter from the management had resulted in weak internal
control in managing taxpayer, revenue collection and tax defaulter being an issue.
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As per system generated report of tax defaulter; total individual defaulter is around 1972,
total organization defaulter is around 127. IAU observed Thimphu Thromde agency itself as
a tax defaulter against 94 plots owned by the agency.

Recommendations
For observations 1 to 8,
 The ICT section in collaboration with consultants need to make improvements in the
system on the short fall reflected in above observations.
 Second, data duplication, dummy information of taxpayers, previous owner’s record
in the system needs to be deactivated, current owners need to be updated in the
system, TTIN which doesn’t have information in ARMS needs to be deleted, etc.
Overall, annexure 1 needs to screen out actual defaulters and imitate reports to IAU.
For this task collaboration between the revenue section, Land record and survey
division, ICT and Compliance and enforcement Division.
For observation 9,
 First the Management needs to instruct concerned officials to include the following
up with tax defaulter as one of the mandatory activities in the IWP.
 Second, the schedule of tax collection should be from Monday to Thursday where the
counter should be opened for collection and Friday should be solely for following up
on the tax defaulter. The following up should be done by the Revenue section and land
and Survey Division and legal division whenever necessary.
 Develop a clear SOP for tax defaulter follow up cases. For instance, send a reminder
via SMS to the defaulters to pay tax within 90 days from the date of notice.
 Make a requirement in divisions like UPD, Land & Survey Division, CoED to check the
tax payment details if property owner approach this division for developmental
activities
 Since media visibility of Thimphu Thromde is gaining momentum, issue notice/
announcement to general public to come for tax payment by citing Land Act of Bhutan
2007, Non –payment of land tax, Clause 224, 225 and 226
- Clause 224; if a land tax is not paid for 3 consecutive years, the Local Authority
shall serve a notice to the landowner at the end of the third year to pay the tax
with arrears.
- Clause 225 In addition to Section 224 of this Act, the Government may impose
fines for non-payment of tax.
- Clause 226 In the event of non-compliance to the notice served under Sections
224 of this Act, the Commission Secretariat shall annul the Thram of such land
and the Thram holder shall be informed accordingly. The land shall be taken
over as the Government land or Government Reserved Forests land.
 With regard to TT being a defaulter, the responsibility should be assigned to the Asset
Manager to pay the taxes in time.
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Summary of the overall findings based on the rating scale provided in
the glossary
Sl.No
1

Findings

Priority/impact level

2

System reflecting the owner whose tax up to date
as tax defaulter

3

Plot record reflected still in Previous owner
name

High

4

No records of current owner in the system

High

5

Mismatch of records in ARMS- generate tax
payment and tax defaulter report

High

6

System generated Tax defaulter report does not
reflect actual defaulter

High

7

Issues of PLR of Joint Owners in system

High

8

Tax Payers Information not updated in the System High

9

No SOP or strategy to follow up with tax defaulter
in the agency

System showing data duplication particularly High
with regard to the plot Id of the individual owner
type.

High

Conclusion
IAU, concludes that overall report is rated as high priority where active management
attention required as an extreme priority.
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Annexure 1; List Individual Tax defaulter
Annexure 2: List Organization Tax Defaulter

Management responses: Management Minutes
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